Rooms & Features





K.C. Residency is a Landmark in Jammu, the city of temples, located at Residency Road the commercial centre of
Jammu in Jammu & Kashmir state.
Many of the Delux Rooms at KC Residency Hotel, Jammu provide an excellent view of Jammu City.
Rooms at the KC Residency Hotel, Jammu are all well-appointed.
The stay K.C. Residency comprises of beautifully furnished air-conditioned Deluxe Rooms and Luxury suites with
personalised service.

Meeting & Banquets




KC Residency has state of the art banquet halls which combine elegance and technology. Luxurious, stylish and
multifunctional contemporary spaces make them ideal for any event from large scale corporate conferences,
events to more intimate dinners.
You have the luxury of picking the specific hall which would best suit your requirements. Based on which, in-house
event planners will help customise packages of services and activities that would cater specifially to your needs.
Innovative cuisine and commendable service make banquetting a delightfully enriching experience at KC Residency.

Restaurants




An essence of unique cuisine, an exquisite ambience and the true spirit of cooking is what K.C. Residency Restaurants
are all about.
FALAK is the tribute to the impeccable traditions of Indian hospitality FALAK in Persian means the sky and standing true
to its name, it has the conspicuousness of a clear blue sky.
"The Terrace" Sky Lounge is the first of its kind in India with unique concept "Roll A Roof", a motorized system in which
the restaurant can be opened and closed to sky with just a press of a button.

Food & Drinks




An essence of unique cuisine, an exquisite ambience and the true spirit of cooking is what K.C. Residency Restaurants
are all about.
FALAK is the tribute to the impeccable traditions of Indian hospitality FALAK in Persian means the sky and standing true
to its name, it has the conspicuousness of a clear blue sky.
"The Terrace" Sky Lounge is the first of its kind in India with unique concept "Roll A Roof", a motorized system in which
the restaurant can be opened and closed to sky with just a press of a button.

Health Club
Stay energized. Work up a sweat. Cool down. Stretch out. The KC Residency Health Club has everything you need to meet your
health and fitness requirements on the go. Our Health Club Services are:






Open 24-hours
Equipped with Life Fitness circuit training and cardio machines
Free weights
Personal trainer
Open 24-hours

